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ABSTRACT

In Hungary a nuclear power plant (Paks NPP), consisting of four units, equipped with
440MW VVER-440/V-213 type reactors is operated. The units were put into operation in the
eighties. The operating experience is fairly good, no serious safety related problem
occurred. However, the reassessment of the NPP's safety, according to the internationally
recognized criteria of the nineiies seems to be useful. That is the reason why the AGNES
(Advanced General and New Evaluation of Safety) project was started, aiming the
reassessment of the safety of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant.
The main objective of the AGNES Project for the reassessment of the safety of the Paks
Nuclear Power Plant is to improve the safety culture of our nuclear technology. To ensure
this the objectives are to be reached as follows.
- A report on the reassessment of the safety of the plant has to be prepared, by using
internationally acknowledged up-to-date techniques on the level of the nineties.

-The project should include the updating of design basis accident analyses, the
performing of severe accident analyses and the preparation of a level 1 probabilistic safety
analysis study.
- The project should help in determining the priorities for safety enhancement and back-
fitting measures and in identifying strategies for severe accident management.
- One of the objectives of the project should be the facilitating the preparation of a revised
Safety Analysis Report, satisfying the requirements of the expected new Hungarian
regulations.

The project has to be finished by publishing in 1994 a Final Report.

INTRODUCTION
The safety of VVER type reactors has become an important issue both at national and
international level. Although serious criticism concerns only the V-230 design, it was
deemed advisable to reassess the safety of the Paks NPP's V-213 units. This is partly due
to certain criticism levelled at the safety of this type of unit and also to the accumulated
knowledge on safety issues and safety-relevant parameters of the Paks NPP. The safety
enhancement and backfitting measures already performed and planned should be
critically evaluated and new measures can be proposed. In addition to this the deficiencies
in the presentation and documentation of certain safety aspects should also be overcome.
The aims of the work were in full agreement with the IAEA recommendation on the
necessity for periodic reassessment of the safety of NPPs.

To meet these goals the Hungarian Atomic Energy Committee decided to launch the
AGNES project. The project started in the autumn of 1991 and due to be completed by the
end of this year. The preliminary conclusions have been summarized in 1993.
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The main objective of the AGNES (Advanced General and New Evaluation of safety)
Project for the reassessment of the safety of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant is to improve
the safety culture of our nuclear technology. To ensure this the objectives are to be
reached as follows.

- A report on the reassessment of the safety of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant has to be
prepared, by using internationally acknowledged up-to-date techniques on the level of the
nineties.

•The project should include the updating of design basis accident analyses, the
performing of severe accident analyses and the preparation of a level 1 probabilistic safety
analysis study.

-The project should help in determining the priorities for safety enhancement and
backfitting measures and in identifying strategies for severe accident management.

- One of the objectives of the project should be the facilitating the preparation of a revised
Safety Analysis Report, satisfying the requirements of the expected new Hungarian
regulations.

The project has to be finished by publishing a Final Report by the end of 1994.

The Final Report of the project will be describe the following topics: licensing of the Paks
NPP, site description, basic design principles, description of the safety related systems,
operating and safety instructions, operational experience, approved measures for safety
enhancement, system analysis and description, analysis of design basis accidents, severe
accident analysis, level 1 probabilistic safety analysis. Based on the assessments some
recommended measures for safety enhancement will also be formulated in the final
version of the Final Report.

ANALYSES

The performed analyses can be divided into four groups
- system analysis and description,
- analysis of design basis accidents,
- severe accident analysis,
- level 1 probabilistic safety analysis.

1 System analysis and description

In the design practice of nuclear power plants specific design principles have been
elaborated, to ensure that the systems needed for the safety functions should fulfil their
respective functions with maximum reliability. If a plant is already in operation, the task of
system-technical analyses can be formulated, as for investigating, to what extent the
systems of the plant can fulfil the safety functions formulated above. This question was
raised and answered by the system-technical analyses performed in the AGNES project.

Since even good quality components and equipment may cease to function in
unpredictable time and manner, the single failure criterion was introduced. It is a
deterministic criterion, which defines a simple design viewpoint with the aim of providing
the systems with certain minimal redundancy and independence between the systems and
equipment groups. The fulfilment of the single failure criterion in the Paks NPP was
investigated in the project.

Results of the single failure analysis did not indicate dramatic or unknown deficiencies, i.e.
the safety systems are protected against single failure. The shortcomings should be
supplemented by safety enhancement measures in certain cases whereas further studies
are needed in other cases.
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In order to prevent the occurrence of multiple failures the diversity is applied as a specific
design principle, i.e. the fulfilment of safety functions is ensured by (otherwise redundant)
component groups which differ from each other in any respect. The fulfilment or lack of the
diversity principle was also investigated in the project.

It was pointed out in the analysis of common mode failures that almost all analyzed
component groups are well protected. Correspondingly, the components may not fail
simultaneously because of a common cause. Independence of the components increases
plant safety, thereby affecting PSA results. ECCS HPIS pump? form the only group whose
elements are not satisfactorily protected.

As a consequence of fires, internal flooding and high energy line breaks several safety
systems may fail, representing especially important common cause failures, since the
fulfilment of one or more safety functions may occur to be problematic. These problems
were studied in detail in the AGNES project.

Judging from the basic conclusions of fire safety evaluation the fire sections are well
equipped with fire detectors but, lacking the plant specific detector sensitivity data, it is
hard to assess the quality of fire detection. The studies pointed out deficiencies of specific
safety design principles in some rooms.

In the rooms studied from the point of view of internal flooding, the flooding do not lead to
events which would affect the availability of the investigated systems. In case of redundant
systems it means that the systems are physically separated: flooding of one system does
not influence the availability of the others.

Judging from the high energy line break analyses performed, certain line breaks may lead
to the failure of subsystems belonging to safety systems as a dependent failure. Analysis
of the HELB scenarios has not been completed but the important sensitive locations were
conclusively identified.

Recently a significant effort has been devoted to the investigation of the possibility of
inadvertent boron dilution and especially a diluted boron slug formation in the primary
coolant of VVEP-type and other pressurized water reactors. According to our study for the
Paks NPP, the formation of a diluted boron slug cannot be fully excluded as a
consequence of connecting an inactive loop. Though the events may be initiated by
serious violation of administrative-technical rules, their further study seems to be
necessary.

The containment of the VVER-440/V213 units is a special structure deviating significantly
from the Western containment types. It is an important problem whether the containment
structures withstand the high pressure emerging during accidents. This problem is
connected to the question whether the depressurization system of the containment can
function properly. According to the investigations coordinated by Paks NPP Ltd.
independently of the AGNES project, the concrete structures of the containment building
are ablp to withstand the pressures occurring at primary line breaks if the depressurization
system of the localization tower operates with at least 75 % efficiency. This statement
takes into account the calculational reserves and is based on the Hungarian concrete
standards valid during the design period of the plant.

The fact that the containment cannot be isolated absolutely because of technological
reasons and boundary penetrations are needed leads to the further important system-
technical problem of containment by-pass. Containment by-pass studies pointed out, on
one hand, problems caused by the steam generator collector cover opening and the
means of their prevention, on the other hand, the measures needed to prevent the release
of radioactivity into the environment in case of a break of lines containing primary coolant
and penetrating the containment.



The consequences of external events were studied independently of the AGNES project
under the coordination of the Paks NPP Ltd. The main results were as follows:

Only earthquakes and aircraft crashes had to be studied in ck-1-. from among
external events since the risk of other events was found to be insignificant.

The earthquakeproofness of Paks NPP is the key issue from the point of view of
being protected against external events. The plant was not designed for earthquakes and
based on our present knowledge of site seismicity, the maximum design earthquake can
be higher than supposed in the actual design. This situation is exacerbated by the lack of
reliable seismic input due to the scientific problems related with site seismicity. This
requires special measures from the plant operator. The lack of special knowledge,
experience, regulations, and also of design information is the main problem in deciding the
earthquakeproofness strategy and the execution of the realization project. On the basis of
the results of works conducted with the support and under the auspices of IAEA and
including domestic and foreign technical capacities, earthquakeproofness that satisfies
realistic expectations can be realized. By 1995. the undergoing work that is currently in
progress will provide a full insight into the actual earthquakeproofness of the plant and will
also result in a basic improvement in the earthquakeproofness of the units. The
earthquakeproofness project has well-defined tasks with strict deadlines for 1994-1995.
Revision of earthquakeproofness strategy and the determination of further tasks in the
project will become necessary once the results of site seismicity investigations and
component capacity determination are known.

The aircraft crash study was based to a considerable extent on qualitative technical
considerations and stated the following:

Paks NPP is not designed against aircraft crash.
the scattered location of plant buildings in a large area is favourable from the
point of view of airplane crash risk. but. on the other hand,
the plant's vulnerability is increased by the twin-unit arrangement and the

limited spatial separation of redundant systems.
the various buildings and parts shield each other significantly, this is
extremely important from the point of view of protecting the reactor and the
spent fuel storage pool.

Because of the conservative approach, the aircraft crash frequency value obtained can be
accepted (though it is higher than the target event/unit/year screening value) and its further
refinement is not needed. The risk calculated for the entire plant is 106 event/year. The
recent IAEA consultation and assessment confirmed that aircraft crashes cannot be
supposed as a major source of risk for plant safety.
Finally tne radiation protection was investigated in the framework of system-technical
studies. The radiation doses to people living in the vicinity of Paks NPP are below the limits
of detection. The maximum population dose is less than 0.1 % of the regulatory dose limit
and corresponds to 0 01 % of tno average natural background dose.

2 Analyses of design basis accidents

The task of the accident a.-Miyses was to assess plant safety on the basis of internationally
recognized systems of requirements by using generally accepted state-of-the-art tools.

The most advanced computer codes were applied in the reactor safety studies, and in
cases whe-e a system specific validation was needed to assure quality of results or
assessing their uncertainties, they were performed. The set of initiating events used covers
every initiating event considered worldwide to affect plant safety and also specific cases
occurring in VVER-type reactors.



Since the plant was licensed on the basis of Soviet norms adapted at that time, a special
attention was devoted in the AGNES project to defining the acceptance criteria. The
acceptance criteria were elaborated by taking into account the regulations in the USA,
Germany, France and Finland and they correspond to the European expectations. More
strict criteria are valid for the more frequent Anticipated Operational Occurrences than for
the Postulated Accidents (PA) which probably do not occur during the lifetime of the units.

The most important permissible values of key parameters as given in the criteria are
presented in Tab. 1.

Table 1. Limiting values of analysis key parameters

Quantity

Minimum of departure from
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBRmjn)

Maximum cladding temperature
(Tclad.max)[°C]
Maximum pressure in the
primary circuit (P|max) [MPa]
Maximum pressure in the
secondary circuit (P||max) [MPa]

Radially averaged fuel
enthalpy (H)[J/gUO2]

AOO case

>1.33

-

<1.1*13.5

<1.1*5.5

< 586

PA case

-

< 1273

<1.35*13.5

< 1.35*5.5

< 963

Group 1 of initiating events: Increase of secondary heat removal

The initiating events belonging to this group are listed in Tab. 2.

The steam line breaks are the most important initiating events in the given group, since in
the course of the transient the shut-down reactor may become critical again. The IVO In.
investigated several subcases in the framework of the project. It was found that recriticality
may occur only if the steam side isolation valve does not close and the main circulation
pump (MCP) does not stop. The results concerning the DNBRmin and the minimum core
inlet temperature (im.min) show that even in case of recriticality, not only the PA criteria but
even the more strict AOO criteria are fulfilled for the whole transient. Making use of this it
was proven without further analyses that the acceptance criteria are fulfilled for the other
transients belonging to the given group of initiating events.

Table 2. Events leading to the increase of secondary heat removal

Initiating event

1. 1 Disturbance of the feedwater system which leads to the
decrease of feedwater temperature

1. 2 Disturbance of the feedwater system which leads to the
increase of feedwater flow

1. 3 Disturbance or failure of the system pressure control which
leads to increasing steam flow

1. 4 Inadvertent opening of the steam generator relief or safety
valve

1.5 Spectrum of steam line breaks inside and outside the
containment

Type

AOO

AOO

AOO

AOO

PA



Group 2 of initiating events: Decrease of the secondary heat removal

In this group of initiating events the DNBRmin and the ma>"~ m pressure in the primary and
secondary circuits are the relevant parameters of criteria. The investigated events are
given in Tab.3.

In case of feedwater line breaks not only the PA but also the more strict AOO criteria are
fulfilled. During the process the primary circuit may cool down to a dangerous level
leading to recriticality, if the Ap > 5 bar steam generator protection signal is not actuated.

Table 3. Events leading to the decrease of secondary heat removal

Initiating event

2.1 Disturbance of the steam pressure control which leads to
decreasing steam flow

2.2 Loss of electricity

2.3 Turbine trip

2.4 Inadvertent closure of the main steamline isolation valve

2.5 Loss of condenser vacuum

2.6 Simultaneous loss of off-site power and internal A.C. supply

2.7 Loss of normal feedwater flow

2.8 Feedwater line breaks

Type

AOO

AOO

AOO

AOO

AOO

AOO

AOO

PA

Group 3 of initiating events: Decrease of primary coolant inventory

The same quantities are relevant with respect to this group of initiating events as in the
previous one, with the exception of case 3.4 which is related to a refuelling state.

Table 4. Parameters of transients leading to the decrease of primary coolant inventory

Initiating event

3.1 Loss of one or more MCPs

3.2 MCP seizure

3.3 MCP shaft break

3.4 Disturbance of natural circulation

Type

AOO

PA

PA

AOO

The AOO criteria are fulfilled in case of initiating events 3.1 to 3.3. In case 3.4 which may
emerge during refuelling as a consequence of the failure of the decay heat removal
system, the natural circulation and the heat exchange in boiling condition ensure that the
cladding temperature does not reach 400 K. The operator has one hour time for an
intervention to restart natural circulation without violating the criteria.



Group 4 of initiating events: Reactivity and power distribution anomalies

The initiating events belonging to this group are presented in Tab.5.
Consequences of initiating events 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6 were studied by reactor static and
thermohydraulical calculations which showed that the criteria are fulfilled. For the other
cases detailed coupled kinetic calculations were made (partially by IVO In.). The relevant
parameters for AOO cases are the radially averaged enthalpy (H), the DNBRmin and the
maximum pressure in the primary circuit (P|max). The results show that the criteria are
fulfilled both in the AOO and PA cases, but in case 4.7 a permitted fuel cladding failure
occurs to a significant but small extent.

Table 5. Reactivity induced accidents and anomalies of power distribution

Initiating event

4.1 Uncontrolled withdrawal of a control assembly in a
subcritical or low-power start-up state

4.2 Uncontrolled withdrawal of a control assembly group at
different power levels

4.3 Malfunction of a control assembly

4.4 Connection of an inactive loop by mistake

4.5 Maloperation of the volume and boron control systems

4.6 Loading a fuel assembly into a wrong position

4.7 Spectrum of control assembly ejections

Type

AOO

AOO

AOO

AOO

AOO

PA

PA

Group 5 of initiating events: Increase of reactor coolant inventory

The essential parameters in this group are the same as in groups 2 and 3. It can be
stated that the AOO criteria are fulfilled.

Table 6. Events leading to the increase of reactor coolant inventory

Initiating event

5.1 Inadvertent ECCS operation at power

5.2 Maloperation of the volume and boron control systems
which leads to the increase of reactor coolant inventory

Type

AOO

AOO

Group 6 of initiating events: Decrease of reactor coolant inventory

The initiating events belonging to this group are listed in Tab.7. Numerous subcases were
studied (partially at GRS). The relevant thermohydraulical parameter in this type of events
is the cladding temperature.

In cases 6.3 and 6.4 the cladding temperature decreases as a
result of the initiating event. While events 6.2 and 6.6 do not have any thermohydraulical
consequences.



Table 7. Accidents leading to the decrease of reactor coolant inventory

Initiating event

6.1 Inadvertent opening of pressurizer safety or relief valve

6.2 Primary circuit line break outside the containment

6.3 Steam generator tube break

6.4 Steam generator collector cover opening

6.5 Spectrum of loss of coolant accidents

6.6 MCP leak into the intermediate circuit at loss of power

Type

PA

AOO

PA

PA

PA

PA

In order to assess the severity of loss of coolant accidents (including loss of coolant during
control assembly ejection) containment behaviour studies and dose calculations were
performed.

The DBAs investigated with respect to these two problematic are as follows:
- inadvertent opening of the pressurizer safety valve,
- spectrum of loss of coolant accidents,
- steam line break,
- control assembly ejection.
- steam generator collector cover opening.

The investigated cases can be summed up as follows:

In the case of the 200 % cold-leg break the resulting maximum pressure was smaller than
the design value. From the point of view of containment stresses streamline break has
proved to be more serious than the 200 % LOCA, but the calculated value of maximum
pressure does not exceed the limits even in this case.

The relevant criteria are satisfied in events having radiological consequences, as was
expected. The environmental doses were calculated using models and methods fully
complying with the CEC recommendations. For the c?se of steam generator collector
cover opening one could assume that serious problems may occur because of the direct
environmental release, but the analyses pointed out that release of the primary coolant
activity does not lead to the environmental dose limits being exceeded.

According to calculations, not even the most threatened group of the population living in
the surroundings is exposed to doses exceeding the established limits.

Hydrogen generation was not taken into account in the plant design. The eventual
generation of gases in the vessel makes the establishment of a gas removal system in the
primary circuit necessary, but it is even more important to establish a system for hydrogen
removal from the containment.

The actual results of the DBA analyses verified the expectations concerning the large
safety margins of Ihe VVER-440/V213 system. For the majority of the initiating events
considered, the plant satisfies the criteria even for the minimum configuration of safety
systems.

Group 7 of initiating events: ATWS analyses

The analyses of transients with the failure of reactor scram play a special role. The
analysis of these ATWS cases has been only recently included in Safety Analysis Reports
and thus such analyses have been scarcely made for VVER type reactors. In these
analyses the fulfilment of PA criteria was required and instead of the usual conservative
assumptions on input data the nominal (best-estimate) values were used. It was a very



important result of the analyses that in course of ATWS events no dangerous state of the
system occurs and the PA criteria are satisfied.

The investigated ATWS events are listed in the Tab.8.

Table 8. Analyzed ATWS cases

Case

Inadvertent withdrawal of a control assembly group

Loss of feedwater

Loss of off-site power

Trip of both turbines

Inadvertent closure of the main steam isolation valves

Type

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

Group 8 of initiating events: Pressurized thermal shock (PTS) analyses

The PTS transients require also special investigations since fracture mechanical
calculations have to be performed after the thermohydraulic analysis in order to verify
whether the acceptance criteria are fulfilled for the actual pressure vessel material. The
vessel material properties are enworsed with time as a consequence of radiation damage
therefore the fulfilment of the acceptance criteria should be proven for the material data
extrapolated to the end of planned lifetime.

After 24 years of operation the safety factors against crack initiation are greater than unity,
but according to the conservative calculations the 40 years lifetime seems to be
problematic for every unit. The problems can be handled by appropriate lifetime
management. Recommendations were elaborated in the project concerning this issue.

The initiating events studied for every unit were the following ones.

Table 9. Analyzed PTS cases

Case

Inadvertent opening of the pressurizer safety valve

Different medium size LOCAs

Opening o'f steam generator collector cover

Large break LOCA

Steam line break

Inadvertent ECCS operation

3 Severe accident analyses

Severe accident analyses of a WER-440/V213 type unit provide an opportunity to draw
conclusions in four areas: on the in-vessel phase of accidents, on the containment phase
of the accidents, on the radioactivity released into the environment, and on accident
management.

The time history of the in-vessel phase of severe accidents was investigated with the STCP
code package and is shown in Tabl.10. for three representative cases:

- large break LOCA combined with the loss of off-site and on-site power (LBLOCA).

- small break LOCA combined with the loss of off-site and on-site power (SBLOCA)

- loss of off-site and on-site electric power (LOEP).
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Table 10. Important events during the in-vessel phase of severe accidents

Event

Core uncover

Beginning of fission product release from fuel

Melting starts

Beginning of core slump

Beginning of gridplate heat-up

End of core, slump

Gridplate fails

LBLOCA
(min)

15

26

30

44

46

44

73

SBLOCA
(min)

181

208

212

224

227

224

250

LOEP
(min)

491

513

520

551

582

551

599

As far as the in-vessel phase is concerned, the WER-440 reactor has extremely large
water reserves both on the primary and the secondary side. If these reserves are
expressed in terms of time, it means that more time passes until the core melts than in the
case of reactors of other designs. For example, for an accident scenario initiated by
station blackout this time is 6 hours, which permits more flexibility for the possible
interventions. The relatively small reactor core, where the power density is low, is situated
in a long reactor vessel, which contains the control assembly follower fuel elements with a
lot of iron structures below the core. The six-loop arrangement leads to a high volume
primary circuit and this ensures that the core or the pressure vessel remains intact for a
longer period even if the core remains uncooled.

If the core melting cannot be prevented then the molten corium attacks the material of the
reactor vessel. It was found that the vessel damage probability of a VVER type reactor
vessel is lower than or equal with the probability for some other types.

In the course of severe accidents the basic barriers isolating the accumulated activity from
the environment (fuel matrix, fuel cladding, primary circuit with the reactor vessel) may
damage and the containment provides the last barrier from the point of view of radioactive
releases to the environment. A significant amount of activity may be released into the
environment via the normal leakage of the containment but the situation is even more
dangerous in the case of the physical damage of the containment. The analyses showed
that the pressure load to the containment in the in-vessel phase of severe accidents does
not exceed the design value even if the localisation system is available only up to a limited
extent (75 %). Since our knowledge on the failure pressure of the containment is not
satisfactory, the investigations should be continued.

As far as the containment phase is concerned, the following endangering mechanisms
should be mentioned for the VVER-440/V213.

If vessel failure occurs at high primary system pressure, then the high pressure in the
shaft may lead to the loss of containment integrity. Therefore the pressure reduction of
the primary circuit is of primary importance in case of high pressure core melting.

In the course of severe accident sequences, the dominant hydrogen sources are
zirconium oxidation (in the in-vessel phase) and core-concrete interaction (in the
containment phase). The danger of hydrogen burns depends on the hydrogen
concentration. Due to high hydrogen concentration occurring in certain sequences,
detonations (shock waves) may occur leading to high pressures. At lower
concentrations turbulent burns may develop with intensities depending on the actual
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burning mechanism. From among them higher pressure occur in adiabatic full burning
and in case of so called accelerated flames spreading from one room to another.

With low pressure core melting, damage to the reactor shaft due to molten corium is
the source of essential danger. The long-term pressure transient initiated by the core-
concrete Interaction Is not a basic risk for units with high containment leakage rate, but
in case of low leakage rate this may be problematic.

Assuming releases only via containment leakage even for severe accidents, calculations
were made for the retention of the reactor hall, the activities released into the environment
and their dose consequences. According to the calculations no fatalities occur due to
deterministic injuries, the threshold doses are not exceeded for any human organs. The
release of 137Cs does not exceed 100 TBq within the error margin of the calculation and
the late consequences of other radionuclides remain below the effective dose equivalent
caused by 137Cs release. It means that the Finnish requirements are fulfilled for severe
accidents. At the same time it should be made clear that this statement relates to cases
when the containment integrity is not damaged as a result of a severe accident. This
circumstance provides a justification for continuing the containment failure studies.

The main objectives of accident management are to prevent the effects of beyond design
basis accidents and to mitigate their consequences. Safety objectives can be formulated,
and if they are achieved the severe accident sequence can be prevented or at least its
consequences can be mitigated. These objectives are as follows:

prevention of core damage,
prevention of reactor vessel failure,
maintaining containment integrity,
reduction of radioactive releases into the environment.

Accident management is based on the application of the following strategies associated
with safety objectives:

prevention of core melting by operator interventions,
primary bleed in case of high pressure core melt sequences,
prevention of containment failure as a consequence of hydrogen burns,
prevention of reactor shaft failure,
prevention of containment overpressurization,
minimization of radioactive releases from the containment.

The order above corresponds to the priority of the above strategies.

4 Probabilistic safety analyses

The objectives of the current probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) were Restricted to
Level-1 PSA which

quantifies the core damage frequency,
identifies and quantifies the most significant event sequences leading to core
damage,
identifies and quantifies the most important influencing factors of safety,
estimates the uncertainty level of the results.

The scope of the PSA investigations included internal initiating events, no external and
internal hazards were treated. It was related to the full power operation of the plant, and
only the reactor core was considered as potential source of radioactive release.
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Approach and methods applied
Generally the procedural framework given in the basic IAEA (50-P4, 1994) and NRC
(NUREG/CR-4550, 1990) documents was considered and followed. For probabilistic
quantification of events and event sequences the RISK SPECTRUM PSA Code Package
(RELCON Teknik AB, Sweden, 1992) was used. A multi-step task-list was defined for the
PSA part of the Project, the approach and methods applied for each task are listed as
follows.

a. Initiating event identification

A broad-scope generic list was modified based on plant-specific experience and simulator
experiments, their grouping was finalized based on the thermohydraulic simulations. The
final list includes 53 initiators. Frequencies of the initiating events were assessed based on
the Bayesian integration of the generic and plant-specific data.

b. Event sequence analysis

Small event tree/large fault tree concept was applied. The event trees were set up during
and Expert Panel, the transient ones were verified by simulator experiments, the LOCA
ones were verified by transient simulations.

c. System analysis

The modular fault tree structure was used making the gradual integration of I&C and
electrical circuit fault trees possible. Component and system boundaries, as well as failure
modes were defined a-priori the analysis and applied by each working group.

d. Dependent failure analysis

The common cause failures of components of the same type were considered with beta-
values. The beta-parameters used were calculated as ratio of generic common cause
failure rates and plant specific total ones for the technological components, for I&C and
electrical components generic values were adapted.

e. Human reliability analysis

The modelled human failures are categorized as failed interactions before and after the
initiating event. For the first category the ASEP HRA procedure was applied, the His of the
second category were quantified based on operator reliability experiments on the full-
scope simulator of the plant assuming HCR models and developed operator decision
trees.

f. Reliability data base development

For technological components an integration of the generic and available plant-specific
data using Bayesian updating was performed, for I&C and electrical components mainly
plantspecific generic reliability data were included.

g. Accident sequence quantification

The point estimation of the core damage and event sequence frequencies was done by
the RISK SPECTRUM PSA Code Package. Effects of differences in the technological
components and design of the four plant units were also assessed.

h. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses

They were performed by the RISK SPECTRUM PSA Code. The sensitivity studies were
concentrated on specific safety-oriented issues. During the uncertainty analysis mainly
lognormal distributions of the input reliability parameters were assumed.

Results of accident sequence quantification



According to the PSA results the core damage frequency in the present state of the unit
exceeds the target value for new reactors under design or construction, but the magnitude
is in the range of those values known for operating plants commissioned several years
ago.

Two initiating event group dominate the situation. The feedwater and steam line breaks
leading to the total loss of feedwater are the main contributors to the core melt frequency.
According to this the most important core melt frequency contributor initiating events are
the feedwater collector rupture and the main steam collector rupture.

In case of full separation of the Auxiliary Feedwater System and/or the introduction of
primary feed and bleed procedures would significantly decrease the present core damage
frequency under the present modelling conditions. The effect of this two safety
enhancement measures manifests itself also in the more equalized contribution of initiating
events to the core damage frequency, whenever they are introduced.

From among the factors determining the core damage, the effect of eventual human
failures is the most significant, while the contribution of other failure types (such as
common mode failures, I&C and electric supply failures) to the overall risk would relatively
increase if the safety enhancement measures considered in the calculations were to be
accomplished. After separating the Auxiliary Feedwater System the contribution of human
failures or erroneous human interventions would reduce about 10%.

Because of the importance of the human factor, the following items are of primary
importance in increasing the safety level of the plant:

given that the maintenance procedures are trained, the probability of remanent
errors should remain at the present favourable level or should even decrease.
the operational staff who manage accidents should be trained systematically and
the accident situations should be selected for inclusion into the training program by
concentrating on the event sequences dominating the risk and their prevention,
the Emergency Operating Procedures should promote effectively the management
of complicated accident scenarios (e.g. by introducing a system of symptom-
oriented procedures) and they should cover as widely as possible the prevention of
sequences leading to core melting (e.g. by introducing accident management
procedures).

In case of separating the Auxiliary Feedwater System the failures of the I&C system have a
relatively significant contribution to the core damage frequency. During the planned
reconstruction of this system, it should be set as an objective that the man-machine
interface and the hardware and software tools of safety related I&C support effectively the
quick recognition of accident situations and the prevention of severe consequences on the
basis of both automatic and human intervention. The component and system functions
relevant from the point of view of risk reduction and the priorization of the planned
reconstruction can be determined on the basis of the PSA models elaborated in the
framework of the AGNES project.

The contribution of high pressure sequences was investigated separately since these
sequences represent a major danger to containment integrity according to the severe
accident analyses and such scenarios may lead to catastrophic radioactive releases in
case of containment failure. The safety enhancement measures proposed by the PSA
studies would reduce not only the core melt
frequency, but the proportion of high pressure sequences as well.

RESULTS

The results, summarized in this paper originate both from the draft version of the Final
Report assessing the safety of the Paks NPP and from the Executive Summary of the
AGNES Project.
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The Final Report is a summarizing analysis that contains sufficient information for judging
the nuclear safety of Paks Nuclear Power Plant, together with its background information,
the document enables an accurate judgement to be made of the nuclear safety of the
power plant
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